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Weekly Economic Review
Unemployment rate edges higher despite job gains

Employment 
Employment picks up with reopening

Employment rebounded in May as many businesses across 
the province started to reopen and hire back workers. 
Employment rose 28,200 driven by gains in part-time 
positions. The increase was concentrated in service-
producing industries that were hit hard by the pandemic, 
most notably retail and wholesale trade (+9,300), food and 
accommodation (+7,700), and other services (+12,000). 
Conversely, goods sector employment fell further as losses 
in construction (-3,200), and mining, oil and gas (-4,000) 
industries overwhelmed a rebound in manufacturing (+3,200). 
Overall employment, however, remains down by more 
than 330,000 compared to February. Despite the gain, the 
unemployment rate jumped 2.1 percentage points to 15.5% 
as many people rejoined the labour force (Chart 1). The 
participation rate jumped 2.4 percentage points in May, after 
falling 6.8 percentage points in the previous two months.

Merchandise Exports
Broad-based drop in exports

Goods exports tumbled as the full effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic constrained demand. After a slight uptick in March, 
the value of Alberta’s merchandise exports fell by a record 
29% month-over-month (m/m) (Chart 2) to reach a four-year 

low of $6.5 million in April. Energy products fell for the fourth 
consecutive month, as the value of oil exports dropped to the 
lowest level since July 2016. Excluding energy, goods exports 
pulled back 15% m/m, almost reversing the gain in March. 
Most non-energy commodities reported outsized declines, 
except metal ores and non-metallic minerals and forestry and 
building materials. With the sharp monthly decline, exports 

were down 6.8% year-to-date (YTD).

Crude Oil Production 
Production drops the most since 2016 wildfires

Alberta’s oil output takes a hit as the collapse in global oil 
prices led to production shut-ins. Crude oil production fell 
nearly half a million barrel per day (mmbpd) to 3.1 mmbpd in 
April, the lowest level since June 2017 (Chart 3). The monthly 
drop was widespread and led by a substantial decline 
in bitumen production. There was also a large decrease 
in conventional oil, where a slight gain in condensate 
was overshadowed by pullbacks in other categories. 
Synthetic crude oil also fell slightly but remained up 6.4% 
year-over-year (y/y) and nearly 40% above the five-year 
average for April. Despite the monthly drop, oil output 
remained up 0.4% YTD, reflecting strong production growth 
earlier this year.
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CHART 2: LARGEST MONTHLY DECLINE ON RECORD
Monthly growth in merchandise exports for Alberta

CHART 1: UNEMPLOYMENT RATE CONTINUES TO RISE AS 
ALBERTANS REJOIN THE LABOUR FORCE
Alberta’s unemployment rate and participation rate (seasonally 
adjusted)

Largest monthly decline on record
Monthly growth in merchandise exports for Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada
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Unemployment rate continues to rise as Albertans rejoin the 
labour force
Alberta's unemployment rate and participation rate (seasonally adjusted)

Source: Statistics Canada
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3.5% y/y gain in the previous quarter (Chart 5). Investment 
growth was concentrated in engineering construction and 
supported by robust spending on non-residential construction. 
However, these annual gains were moderated by an outsized 
drop in machinery and equipment, which fell at the fastest pace 
since 2016. On a sector basis, the business sector posted a 
modest 0.4% y/y gain after a 3.6% gain in the previous quarter, 
while government investment growth held steady. Nationally, 
growth in non-residential capital investment stalled as declines 
in Ontario and the Maritimes offset gains in Alberta, Quebec, 
and Newfoundland and Labrador.

Monetary Policy
BoC holds rates steady

Canada’s central bank suggests that the economic impact of 
the COVID-19 pandemic has peaked, although uncertainty 
about the recovery profile remains. The Bank of Canada 
(BoC) maintained its target rate unchanged at 0.25% on 
Wednesday, but revised upwards its second quarter national 
gross domestic product (GDP) forecast to a less severe 
contraction. The BoC now estimates that the economy will 
drop 10% to 20% in the second quarter, instead of the 15% 
to 30% decline expected earlier. Canada’s real GDP declined 
2.1% in the first quarter of this year compared to the fourth 
quarter of 2019. The bank also indicated that it is shifting from 
providing financial liquidity to supporting the resumption of 
growth in output and employment.

Rigs Drilling
Activity hits another low

Drilling activity continues to languish amid the COVID-19 
pandemic. The number of rigs drilling in Alberta dipped to 9 
rigs in May, 8 fewer than in April and the lowest level in over 
30 years (Chart 4). The rig count was 82% below the five-year 
average for May as the drop in global oil prices depressed 
activity. The rig utilization rate stood at 2.7%, also a record 
low with data going back to 1990. Overall, rigs drilling was 
down 11% YTD. Across the rest of Canada, activity remained 
similarly muted, with the rig count at 4 rigs.

Fixed Non-Residential Capital Investment 
Spending remains up from a year ago

The pace of capital spending moderated in the first quarter 
of 2020. Nominal investment in fixed non-residential capital 
increased by 0.8% y/y to $17 billion in Alberta, following a solid 
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CHART 4: DRILLING ACTIVITY REMAINS WEAK
Number of rigs drilling for oil and gas in Alberta

CHART 3: OUTPUT DROP LARGEST SINCE MAY 2016
Alberta crude oil production

Source: Statistics Canada

CHART 5: INVESTMENT GROWTH SLOWS
Annual growth of Alberta’s fixed non-residential capital investment

Drilling activity remains weak
Number of rigs drilling for oil and gas in Alberta

Source: Canadian Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors
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Monthly output drop largest since May 2016
Alberta crude oil production
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Investment growth slows at the start of 2020
Annual growth of fixed non-residential capital investment in Alberta

Source: Statistics Canada
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